ABOUT THIS DEGREE PROGRAM

The Master of Project Management program is designed to prepare students with the skills to solve real-world management problems, and to exercise sound management judgment through practical application of PM concepts to be effective project managers. The coursework addresses cost management, quality control, planning and improvement. Assignments and projects focus on organizing, implementing and controlling business activities; achieving schedule, budget and performance objectives; and planning, budgeting and controlling multi-project applications that may involve legal and ethical issues, conflict resolution and application of project software. The program also provides business management courses in key areas such as accounting and finance, marketing and applied statistics.

The MPM program requires successful completion of 39 semester-credit hours. Total program length varies based on the number of courses taken per eight-week session.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION — Develop and communicate project financial and performance objectives.

PROJECT PLANNING — Accurately plan project task, budget and resource requirements.

PROJECT MONITORING AND REPORTING — Effectively monitor, control and report project costs, schedules and quality/performance levels needed to meet targeted milestones and required levels of earned value.

LEADERSHIP AND TEAM BUILDING — Demonstrate effective leadership skills for promoting a positive environment that will help motivate team members and resolve conflicts.

TECH PATH

We’ve put technology at the core of this program. With TechPath, you’ll gain a technology foundation through our experiential learning approach and build the applied tech skills that you’ll need to function in the tech-driven business world. You’ll also work through real-world business scenarios to be better prepared to tackle modern business problems.

ACREDITATION MATTERS

Keller’s Master of Project Management program has achieved voluntary accreditation from the Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP, www.acbsp.org), demonstrating that it has met the standards of business education that promote teaching excellence.

The Master of Project Management program is accredited by the Project Management Institute’s Global Accreditation Center for Project Management Education Programs (PMI/GAC). More information is available via www.pmi.org.

ESSENTIALS COURSES

- ACCT500 Essentials in Accounting, Finance and Economics
- MATH534 Applied Managerial Statistics
- MGMT501 Organizational Structures and Business Processes

CORE-DEGREE COURSES

- ACCT503 Financial Accounting: Managerial Use and Analysis
- GSCM588 Managing Quality
- MGMT520 Legal, Political and Ethical Dimensions of Business
- MGMT591 Leadership and Organizational Behavior
- PROJ586 Project Management Systems
- PROJ587 Advanced Program Management
- PROJ592 Project Cost and Schedule Control
- PROJ595 Project Risk Management
- PROJ598 Contract and Procurement Management

CAPSTONE

- PROJ601 Project Management Capstone
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